ADDENDUM

TO: Bidding Vendors
FROM: Amy Rhinehart, School Purchasing Officer
SUBJECT: Addendum 1, B22-7801 Technology Supplies and Equipment
DATE: 12/23/2021

The purpose of this Addendum is to provide additional forms, clarifications, corrections and/or answer questions from bid packet holders.

Question: Does this bid include software as one of the products being sought?

Answer: This bid is for supplies and equipment. There is not a software category in this solicitation. A complete list of items being solicited can be found on the vendor spreadsheet which is located on the CiTi public website at: https://www.citiboces.org/Page/230

Question: Many line items specify “NO SUB” for no substitutes... several of these line items have been discontinued. For example:
07-41-113 INT DOCUMENT CAMERA - IPEVO POINT 2 VIEW USB DOCUMENT CAMERA, NO SUB
08-19-014 HEAD CYBER ACOUSTICS HEADPHONES, # ACM-90B, NO SUB
08-19-030 HEAD KOSS UR-18 OVER EAR HEADPHONES, NO SUB
And several more
Can I quote substitute and note “discontinued by the manufacturer”

Answer: Yes

Please add this page to the end of your bid response sheets.
Please note that this page will become part of the original bid proposal.
Bidders that have already submitted a bid who wish to change a response in the bid will need to submit a new bid packet.
Bidders that have already submitted a bid who DO NOT wish to change their response, do not need to take any action.